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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.1.9 

 

General 

 JELA-A6KDDA - The MONITOR tool bar and menu was deactivated if the program was unexpectedly 
terminated. 

 AFOG-A73DG6 - It was possible to click through the MONITOR interface, and this made you click on the 
software that was behind MONITOR on the screen instead. 

 MWIK-A78GGB - The MONITOR menu was displayed without buttons and menus if you opened File | 
Change company… and cancelled. 

 SWIO-A79EGC - If you had Inter-Company Settings activated, company name was missing when you 
displayed Balance for other companies in the Part Info procedure. 

 AFOG-A79KYD - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) started parallel search sessions when you typed. This made the 
Find-as-you-Type (FayT) slow. 

 LAHM-A7EJ5T - News: Blackbox for BGC Invoice is included as standard. 

 MSVK-A7GD8L - The Danish Intrastat Import file and Intrastat Export file are adjusted. 

 GÅNY-A7WDST - This only applies to systems used in Denmark. A new Danish VAT report with some more 
VAT rows is added in the system: "Dansk momsangivelse 2013". 

 JEDS-A82E2B - Some types of PDF-files could give empty printouts. This error could occur in the 
supplement Document Viewing. 

 FOHN-A858WW - There were problems to send e-mails from MONITOR if you used Outlook 2016. 

Manufacturing 

 SWIO-A6UB5D - The Material Clearance procedure couldn’t manage 0 in planned quantity on 
incorporated material if the material was of the type M (Manufactured). 

 PFLN-A73B5K - Now it’s possible to make reportings for different warehouses in the Report Measuring 
Data procedure. This applies to systems with the supplement Warehouse management. 

 SWIO-A79C3G - An error message was displayed when you deleted a Work center in the Update Work 
Center procedure. This error could only occur if the Extra info tab was activated in the procedure. 

 AKWK-A7AK3X - There was different quantity on Rest quantity and At supplier in the Manufacturing 
Order Info procedure depending if the rejects were reported before Quantity to report in the Operation 
Reporting procedure. 

 SSTG-A7ECCC - Selection on Date didn’t work in the Delivery Reliability - Own Operations and the 
Subcontractor Rating procedures if you used the List Rejection and List type Log. 

Purchase 

 GÅNY-A6BKRG - A moved voucher date also affected preliminary coded supplier invoices in the Revaluate 
Ledgers procedure. They were not displayed if the voucher date was outside selected Ledger date even if 

the preliminary coding date was within selected date. 

 JLÖR-A6JL2C - The Undo Arrival Reporting procedure registered time in the delivery log, which caused 
that selection on date intervals didn’t work properly in the Supplier Rating procedure. 
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 LAHM-A6MAHX - This only applies to systems used in Lithuania: Now it’s possible to merge several SEPA 
payments in Lithuania. That is, all supplier invoices from one supplier is merged to one payment row. 

 LAHM-A6MEWF - This only applies to systems in Estonia. If you had a reference number entered on the 
Supplier invoice, the row for Supplier invoice number wasn’t displayed in the SEPA file. Now is the row for 
Supplier invoice number displayed regardless if Reference number is entered or not. 

 LREM-A78GBH - In the Search Accounts Payable Ledger procedure, list type Ledger was the VAT 

amount displayed positive instead of negative if the list contained a credit invoice. The total VAT for several 
invoices also became incorrect. 

 LREM-A7FAWV - When updating Polish systems to version 8.1, the VAT deduction became incorrect on 
linked supplier invoice basis. The VAT deduction was taken from the VAT rate on the invoice instead from 
the VAT deduction field in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 SSÖG-A7MD7U - The cursor jumped to the first row if you had made any changes on a row below in the 
Import EDI Order Responses procedure. 

 LAHM-A7MDPY - News: The Rate field in the Confirmation LB / FB procedure is not editable. This makes 
it possible to change the rate if the currency differs from the Company currency. 

 GÅNY-A7QKX8 - When you create a Payment suggestion in the Payment Suggestions procedure and 
save to create the file, the question "Open and print transaction list?" appears. If you answer No and think 
that you will not need a printout, a message "No payment file has been created. Go to the Transaction List 
procedure to create a payment file." is displayed. 

 LAHM-A7WBRP - Under the Int. pmt. button in the Update Supplier procedure are more alternatives for 
Blackbox payments added: giro code 01, 15, 73 and 75. 

 LAHM-A7WK62 - Fields for Clearing number and Clearing system are added under the Int. pmt. button in 
the Update Supplier procedure. 

 GÅNY-A86KVB - Improvements regarding Payments out are made in the Update Supplier procedure. The 
Payment method SEPA is renamed to ISO. If you select bank account type IBAN, the fields Clearing 
number and Clearing system are greyed out, since the fields are not needed for IBAN payments. If you 
select Payee code/Payment method SEPA (when you have selected Payment method ISO), Payment form 
Bank payment are mandatory and you need to enter IBAN account and BIC and select any of the Charge 
codes SLEV or SHAR. An error message is displayed if you miss any of these settings and you can’t 
continue. 

 SSÖG-A89GCX - It wasn’t possible to export the delivery schedule as XML-file from the Print Delivery 
Schedules procedure if the part had an active supplier that existed on several supplier links with different 
supplier’s part number. 

 LAHM-A8AESZ - An error message was displayed when you imported supplier invoices in the Import 
Supplier Invoice procedure. 

 LAHM-A8CJ8U - This only applies to systems used in Lithuania. An error occurred if you had Lithuanian 
characters in the company name when you created a payment file (SEPA) in the Transaction List 
procedure. 

Sales 

 FOHN-7LCKZ9 - News: A Calculator for volume and loading meter on the part is implemented in the 
Update Part – Sales procedure. 

 GÅNY-A6BB6B - If you had paid more than the invoice amount on an invoice, the interest charge became 
higher. The interest was calculated on the paid amount instead of invoice amount in the Interest Invoice 
Basis procedure. 

 AFOG-A6CLFU - When loading a supplier to the Print Shipping Documents procedure the service to 
selected Delivery method wasn’t used. The default service for selected shipper was used instead. 

 FPEN-A6DB9W - The check boxes Create order and Exception from quote statistics were always active and 
included in the tab order on all row types in the Register Quote procedure. 

 SHYS-A6JCD4 - Now it’s possible to delete an invoice basis with status 9 in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure if the invoice is deleted in the Accounts receivables. 
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 SHYS-A6KDAP - This only applies systems with adaptation 451 used in China. Now it’s possible to manually 
enter VAT Invoice number in the Search Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. 

 SSTG-A6QEDB - Service order rows with Fixed price were invoiced with the entire amount every partial 
reporting made in the Report Service Order procedure. 

 FOHN-A6ULH6 - When previewing the Comprehensive delivery note in the Comprehensive Delivery Note 
procedure, the preview was displayed on two pages if the orders on the delivery note were in different 

currencies. It wasn’t possible to make a printout of the delivery note. 

 AKWK-A73ETF - The rest quantity on incorporated material to a Fictitious Part wasn’t changed as the rest 
quantity for the Fictitious Part. This occurred if you had made a partial delivery and then changed the 
quantity on the Fictitious Part in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 AKWK-A73KTE - The Product Register wasn’t updated with invoice information if a serial number consisted 
of 4 or more characters. 

 AKWK-A76C4F - Discount wasn’t displayed on the blanket order sales forms. 

 SHYS-A76HLQ - If you have another customer code in the field C-code inv: on a customer order, it wasn’t 
possible to make an on account payment for this customer code. Now it’s only possible to make an on 
account payment to the customer entered in the field C-code inv:. 

 GÅNY-A77KGE - Name for Terms of payment on Credit invoices wasn’t purged if you had selected to credit 
a part of a debit invoice or created a completely independent credit invoice in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure. 

 FOHN-A77QQP - The Print EDI Transport Labels procedure didn’t print all transport labels if data was 
missing in the data base. 

 PFLN-A7EJEA - Status 3 in the Register Customer Order procedure was changed to status 2 after 
printout. 

 JLEA-A6BJRW - The Delivery note wasn’t attached in the e-mail message from the Register Customer 
Order procedure if you had Outlook integration activated. 

 MSVK-A7GEKL - Customs number didn’t display the same data in the Packing List Register procedure as 
on the form Packing list. 

 PGRG-A7GG7K - The Forecast code always became ZZZ when you saved in the Forecast / EDI Import 
procedure, even if you had selected another code.  

 FOHN-A7HBAA - The Forecast / EDI Import procedure didn’t display blocked parts highlighted in yellow. 

 MSVK-A7TD6L - This only applies systems with adaptation 451 used in China. Now it’s possible to see and 
find VAT Invoice number in the Incoming Payment List procedure. 

 MSVK-A7TDX4 - This only applies systems with adaptation 451 used in China. Now it’s possible to see and 
find VAT Invoice number in the Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. 

 MSVK-A7TE9R - This only applies systems with adaptation 451 used in China. Now it’s possible to see and 
find VAT Invoice number in the Search Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure. 

 MSVK-A7TEBL - This only applies systems with adaptation 451 used in China. Now it’s possible to see and 
find VAT Invoice number in the Invoicing Log procedure. 

 MSVK-A7TEDR - This only applies systems with adaptation 451 used in China. Now it’s possible to see VAT 
Invoice number on the Invoicing log tab in the Customer Order Info procedure. 

 LREM-A7TETW - If you used Suspended VAT on invoicing plans and used the Payment Matching 
procedure for payment files, incorrect amount was coded on the Suspended VAT account. 

 LAHM-A7UHUR - This only applies to systems used in Poland: Now is the reference and order number that 
is displayed on the comprehensive invoice always taken from the first invoice. 

 AFOG-A7WEWM - It wasn’t possible to paste values in the fields Length, Width and High on the Package 
rows tab in the Packing List procedure. 
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 SSÖG-A7WGWC - When you updated/imported in the Import EDI Orders procedure, the quantity became 
0 when the price on the existing row was 0 (no price) in the import file. 

 CSIG-A7XH5M - The Window functions could disappear if you used some of the buttons under the heading 
Current status in the Customer Info procedure. 

 PGRG-A83BAG - The Import EDI Orders procedure could incorrectly set an order as incorrect if other 
orders at the same time were incorrect. This could occur if the setting "Assign order number from the 

customer's order number?" was set in button Extra info in the Update Customer procedure. 

 AFOG-A84J4G - A new Setting "Show tooltip with package content in Package Management." is added in 
the Settings procedure. 

 AKWK-A85DDD - If the discount matrix didn’t have any value, the discount could be -99 % if the customer 
had a discount matrix and the minimum order amount on the customer was below allowed amount. 

 LAHM-A86CMY - The reference number wasn’t included in the file as it was on the form in the factoring 
adaptation for Danske bank (format 232). 

 SSÖG-A89KWM - Problems could occur when updating/importing orders in the Import EDI Orders 
procedure when you imported to existing EDI orders. 

 LAHM-A8ACVV - The quantity was always displayed in the coding of Accounts receivables in the Print 
Customer Invoice Ledger / Accounting Orders procedure, even if quantity wasn’t used. The quantity 
field displayed 0,00. 

 MSVK-A8CGM6 - This applies to files that contain payments in foreign currency. Now is also VAT and 
exchange rate included in the CUSIN PayEx Factoring format 149 file. 

Inventory 

 FPEN-A6LHL9 - The reminder of nonconformity activities wasn’t deleted when you deleted the 
nonconformity in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 AKWK-A6RC2A - A program error occurred in the Delivery Performance to Customer procedure if you 
selected on Order number. 

 SSTG-A6YDHH - It wasn’t possible to create stock orders from the Refill List – Purchase procedure when 
supplier link was missing in the Warehouse that was set for purchase. 

 SSTG-A6YEDJ - Many stock orders were created in the Refill List – Purchase procedure depending on the 
number of supplier links. 

 CSIG-A7AGKL - The Refill List – Purchase procedure didn’t take any notice to staggered prices. 

 PFLN-A7FL9L - Discount set to 0% on the supplier link gave -99% on the purchase order row if you 
generated purchase orders in the Refill List – Purchase procedure. 

 JEDS-A7QBHM - If you opened the Change log in the Update part procedure, the procedure became a bit 
smaller if it was maximized before you opened the Change log. 

Workshop Info 

 PPEN-A6EE8K - Empty Comments was registered if you recorded over time or absence in the Recording 
Terminal procedure. 

 MWIK-A6MGQC - Standby work and Partial reported quantity was incorrectly displayed in the Priority 
Planning List procedure. 

Accounting 

 GÅNY-A6KD8P - Now it’s only possible to link documents to an entire voucher in the Register Vouchers 
procedure. Previously it was also possible to link documents per row in the voucher. This feature is 
removed because it didn’t work properly. 
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 MSVK-A6KL6U - The balance became double if you made two printouts in the Balance Info procedure 
without closing the procedure between the printouts. This error occurred in version 8.1.6 of MONITOR. 

 LREM-A6ZE7S - If you changed start date on a project in the Register Project procedure, the activity 
dates was updated incorrectly because the system didn’t use non-working days/holidays properly in the 
calculation. 

General Settings 

 SHYS-A6ZCKK - Now it’s possible to select SEPA in the Setting "Default payment method for incoming 
payments" on the Sales tab in the Settings procedure. 

 JELA-A72DKF - It wasn’t possible to use Default values/filter/properties/sorting/charts from groups in 
AutoRuns. 

 KFTM-A73HVC - News: The Charts of accounts BAS 2016 and BAS 2016 Mini are added in MONITOR. 
Please Note! The Create Chart of Accounts procedure is used only at system startup and never when 
changing chart of accounts during an ongoing accounting year. To change chart of accounts you can use 
the Rename Account procedure. There you will also find the new chart of accounts types. You can also 
see the new chart of accounts under the BAS accounts tab in the Chart of Accounts procedure. 

 JELA-A7AKED - A change in newer versions of Windows returns an error code even if the copying was 
successful. This applies to Monitor Backup. 

 AFOG-A7WQ6P - The Logged-on Users procedure didn’t display correct number of EIM users and the 
number didn’t get correct if you synchronized the calculator that checks the number of logged-on EIM-
users against the number of floating licenses available in the EIM. 

 LAHM-A85GH8 - Fields for Clearing number and Clearing system are added under the C (Currency account 
no) button in the Company Info procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 LAHM-A7ABC7 - If you selected a user in the Users procedure and clicked on the EIM button, another user 

name could be displayed in the User info - Electronic invoice management window. 

Management Accounting 

 SHYS-A4SL39 - News: The Price Change Log for balance in WIP has got more quantity alternatives in the 
Update Coding Method procedure. The existing alternative has changed name from "Valid WIP balance 
when changing the standard price" to "Valid WIP balance and To stock balance when changing the standard 
price" to clarify the functionality of the alternative. The new alternatives "Valid WIP balance when changing 
the standard price" and "Valid To stock WIP when changing the standard price" are added. 

 MSVK-A7QB5G - The Calculation diff log didn’t code several Advanced selections on an Other term 
registered in the Update Coding Method procedure. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9LUG2U - A program error occurred if you double clicked on the button Calculate in the Configuration 
window. 
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